
Everest V 750 BT NXT ANC
Gun Metal
151907

299,00 €

Smart enough to know that music doesn’t need noise or
wires.

Your life, your music, your comfort – the all-new JBL Everest Elite 750NC is truly shaped around you. Smartly
engineered, enjoy wireless freedom with up to 20 hours of listening pleasure on a single charge. In Adaptive Noise
Cancelling (ANC) mode, control what you want to hear for up to 15 hours. A 3-hour quick recharge, an echo cancelling
microphone for hands-free calls, Legendary JBL Pro Audio Sound, compact hard carrying case and flat-fold design
elevate these headphones to travel companion par excellence. Meticulously crafted from premium materials and
conceived for a snug fit and long-lasting comfort, these sleek and elegant headphones come in metallic finishes and
colors. The My JBL Headphones App features include over-theair updates that future-proof these headphones, and
TruNoteTM Auto Sound Calibration that personalizes the audio performance based on ear cup fit, delivering the most
authentic version of music possible. To customize these headphones, developers can unlock smart experiences with
the Everest Elite 750NC by downloading the CES 2017 Innovation award winning JBL EVEREST ELITE SDK currently
available at www.developer.harman.com. Dare to listen.

Bluetooth Connectivity
Wirelessly enjoy all your music.

Legendary JBL Pro Audio Sound
Experience the same elevated experience and incredible sound JBL has been delivering to concert halls, studios and
living rooms for 70 years.

Adaptive Noise Cancelling
Tune out the world with adaptive noise cancelling that lets you control the level of ambient noise you want to let in or
block out, through the My JBL Headphones App or the ear cup buttons.

15 Hour battery, quick recharge in 3 hours
Micro USB charging built-in battery provides up to 15 hours of playing time in adaptive noise cancelling mode, and up
to 20 hours in wireless mode. Fully recharge the battery in 3 hours.

Easy updates

SRP 299,00 €

PRODUCT DETAILS

Colour
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Easily update your headphones over the air via the My JBL Headphones app so you’ll always have the latest and
greatest features.

TruNoteTM Auto Sound Calibration
Calibration personalizes the audio performance based on ear cup fit, delivering the most authentic version of music
possible.

Customized by you
To personalize these headphones, developers can unlock smart experiences with the Everest Elite 750NC by
downloading the CES 2017 Innovation award winning JBL EVEREST ELITE SDK (software developer kit) currently
available at www.developer.harman.com.

Comfort fit
Headphones are ergonomically designed to fit the unique contour of listeners’ ears. Listeners experience
unprecedented comfort – allowing a longer, more enjoyable experience.

Fold and carry
A sleek fold-flat design and a premium, hard carrying case allow maximum portability and protection.

Echo cancelling microphone
Built-in microphone with echo cancellation technology for crystal clear, hands-free calls

 

Specs

Product Attributes

Dimensions and Weight

Product weight: 0.57

Packsize height: 24.5

Packsize width: 21.5

Packsize length: 13.5

EAN: 6925281929038

Manufacturer number: JBLV750NXTGML

Product weight: 0.57 kilograms
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